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Session 1 (9:15-10:45)
Class and Correspondence: Eggers 151
Moving People: Eggers 225B
Print and Piety: Eggers 400A

Session 2 (11:00-12:30)
Commodification in the Atlantic World: Eggers 151
Consuming Power: Eggers 225B
Music, Consumerism, and Political Performance: Eggers 400A

Keynote (2:15-3:15) Maxwell 204
Katherine Pence, City University of New York’s Baruch College
“Sparking Joy in the Not-so-Tidy Historiography of Consumption”

Session 3 (3:30-5:00)
Memories and Sites of Violence: Eggers 151
Unconventional Capitalism: Eggers 100A
Development, Reform, and Modernization: Eggers 400A